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Starvation In tbe Nurer,.. A OW PROTECTOR :rOR BOOK COVElUI. 

The London Lancet asserts as a fact of daily experience The device shown in the accompanying ling raving is for 
by physicians in that city, that large numbers of persons the temporary protection of the corners of books during 
occupying decent positions in society, systematically starve' handling, packing, and shipping. It is made of any thin 
their children in respect to that article of food which is most i sheet metal in the form shown in Fig. 1, and it is applied 
essential to their nutrition. We have reason to fear that the! by binding the part B down over the palt A, along the 
practice is not unlmown in the nurseries of well-to·do peo- dotted line, and bending the part B' over it so as to 
pIe here. So far as our observation goes, however, the prac-
tice is attributable wholly to popular ignorance of the needs ]1-,' 2 Ii' 3 of growing children, or children that ought to be growing, �. ( j-but are not. The Lancet is of opinion that the stint is a i 
simple meanness, a pitiful economy in respect to matters not: 
open to the observation of observant friends. Instead of giv- . 
ing children their unstinted fill of milk, even though the 
dairyman's bill should come to nearly as much as the wine 
merchant's, such persons give their children cocoa with 
water, and not always a suspicion of milk; corn flour with 
water just clouded with milk; tea, oatmeal, baked flour, all 
sorts of materials, indeed, as vehicles of milk, but so very 
lightly laden with it that the term is a sham. The conse
quence of this misplaced economy is that there are thousands 
of households in which the children are pale, slight, unwhole- ' 
some looking, and, as their parents say in something like a 
tone of remonstrance, "always delicate," Probably in nine 
cases out of every ten the" delicate" child is simply a child 
that is or has been starved. 

A NEW GUN TOOL, 

The novel little tool shown in the accompanying engrav
ing comprises a whistle, screwdriver, socket wrench, shell 
extractor, and corkscrew combined in compact and usable 
form. 

" The tube which forms the body of the whistle is also the 
protector or casing of the corkscrew. The mouth of the 
whistle forms a socket wrench, the opposite end the screw- I 
driver. The pendant is sprung into the bulb at the end of 
the whistle, and has two hooks which span the base of a 

WAY a: BANXIN'S coon PROTECTOR :rOR BOOKCOVElUI. center fire shell, and may be used to withdraw it from the 
gun should the shell retractor fail to work. A hole is drilled I • . tl tl f th h' tl t l' th ' f . fi form a triangular pocket over one half of the surface of the m Ie mou I 0 e w 18, e 0 s Ip over e pm 0 a pm re • . .  

shell when it is required to draw it from the gun. When the plate, A, as shown in Fig. 2. ThiS pocket IS placed on the 
d . . d k t h th d t' d corner of the book cover, when the ears, B B', are pressed eVlCe IS use as a soc e wrenc , e pen an IS unscrewe d fi 1 l '  h d h . own rm y, comp etmg t e protector an at t e same time 

: fastening it to the book cover. The plate, A, has a diagonal 
stiffening rib, a, formed in it in the process of manufacture. 

" The advantage of this device will be apparent to those who 
have the handling of quantities of books. A corner once 
injured can never be restored; the book is damaged and must 
I be sold at a discount. The device shown III the engraving is 
effective, simple, and cheap, and is well calculated to protect 

: book corners so that they cannot be injured by ordinary 
handling. 

BARTHEL'S GUN TOOL AND WHISTLE. This invention was recently patented by Messrs. Way and 
from the whistle and reversed, the straight portion being Rankin. Mr. B. G. Way may be addressed at New Lisbon, 
placed in the notches in the end of the whistle tube. 0.; W. A. Rankin, at Cleveland, O. 

This tool is a fair example of the ingenuity of Americans � •••• 
in economizing space and materials. Revolution In Tannlnlf· 

� I • , • Professor Knapp proposes the use of a basic ferric sul-
A NOVEL DOOR CHECK. phate instead of oak bark or other tanniferous material. 

The door check shown in perspective and in section in He adds to a boiling solution of copperas the quantity of 
the accompanying engraving is designed to prevent the vio- ' nitric acid requisite for the peroxidation of the iron, and 
lent shutting and slamming of doors; it is especially in- : after the reaction is over adds more copperas. The hides 
tended for doors that are frequently opened anu closed, but, are suspended in the cold solution at a suitable degree of 
may also be applied to rolling shutters, hatchway covers, ' concentration, and are ready in from two to four days. 
etc. In this device an air cushion is employed 
as a means of arresting the motion of the door, 
and its resistance may be varied according to reo 
quirements. 

A cylinder, D, containing a piston and valves. 
is secured to the door casing at the hinged side 
of the door, and a cord which is connected with 
the piston rod runs over a pulley,/. at the top 
of the door, and is connected with a pivoted 
sector, G, supported by a bracket, K, projecting 
from the casing. 

A rubber covered roller, L, turns on a stud 
projecting from a bracket attached to the top of 
the door, and rolls on one of the radial edges of 
the sector, G. The cylinder, D, contains a piston, 
E, and has at the top a valve chest inelosing two 
valves, )1 P. The valve, P, is pressed upward 
by a spiral spring against an adjusting screw 
in tbe cylinder head; it is designed to close the 
passag"e between the upper and lower ends of the 
cylinder, so as to control the escape of air from 
the upper to the lower end of the cylinder through 
the longitudinal passage shown in Fig. 2, and 
thus regulate the motion of the piston, E. The 
valve, M, is contrived so that it rises as the piston 
descends, and opens communication between the 
upper and lower portions of the cylinder. When 
the door is opened the piston, E, drops of its 
own weight, compelling the sector. G, to follow 
the roller, L. When the door is closing the 
roller moves along the curved side of the sector 
and turns it on its pivot. The piston, E, is, by 
this means, raised against more or less air 
pressure, offering more or less resistance to the 
closing of the door. The resistance of the air 
may be varied by opening or closing the valve, 
P, by means of the adjusting screw. 

This invention was recently patented by Mr. 
G. S. Perkins, of Hartfonl, Conn .. from. whom 
further information may be obtained. 
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How O,..ter. are Pre.bened at Baltimore. 

A new system of treating oysters is now practiced at Balti
more, by which their value is very much increased. The 
oysters obtained from Tangier Sound, Lynnhaven, and the 
kind called" seaside oysters," are rather small, although in
closed in large shells. These oysters when dredged and 
brought to the Baltimore market, are sold there at about 60 
cents a bushel, but when freshened their value is enhanced 
at least 150 per cent. The manner of proceeding is some
what different from the common practice of "floating" 
oysters at the East. 

The oysters are transferred from the pungies on to the 
decks of covered scows that will each carry a deck load of 
about 600 bushels of oysters. The scows are then towed to 
a point in the Patapsco River where the water is quite shal
low, and then sunk by letting water through a valve into 
the hold. The scows are left in this position during two 
flood tides, when the water is pumped out and they are 
then towed to the city again. The change from the salt to 
the fresh water swells the oysters until what were origi
nally comparatively insignificant oysters, worth but 60 cents 
a bushel, become plump and luscious, fill entirely their im
mense shells, and command in the market from $1.50 to 
$1.60 a bushel. Two of the largest packing houses in Balti
more are 'engaged in this business, keeping 12 scows con
stantly employed. The whole operation is under the super
vision of one man, who undertakes the freshening for a con
sideration of 10 cents I'. bushel, the packing houses referred 
to finding ill the appliances. 

•• 11 • 
AN DlPROVED FILE GUABD. 

The accompanying engraving represents an improved file 
guard intended for use in mints where coins are reduced to 
a uniform weight by filing. It is customary to place a file 
on a table and remove the surplus metal by rubbing the edge 
of the coin on the file. As the files used in this operation 
must be new and sharp, the fingers are unavoidably brought 
into contact with the file and are soon skill ned and sore. The 
guard shown in the engraving receives the file between its 

:rILE GUABD. 

two halves, and, being raised a little above the surface of 
the file, prevents injury to the fingers. 

When a file becomes worn and dull it may be readily re
moved and replaced by a new one. 

This simple but useful device is the invention of MaryP. 
Ayers, of San Francisco. 

� I.,. 
BCENT ENGINEEBING PATENTS. 

A boiler furnace, capable of consuming smoke and gas 
evolved from the burning fuel, is the invention 
of Mr. Cyrus Smith, of Irwin's Station, Pa. It is 
stated that it will utilize all of the fuel and the 
heat generated from it. 

Mr. G. T. Snyder, of Natrona, Pa., has de
vised a novel boiler, in which the main cylindri
cal portion is supported in a hollow casing or 
water leg, which forms the fire box. The two 
parts of the boiler are connected by inclined 
tubes. 

A rotary valve for steam engines, consisting 
of two cylindrical valves placed upon a common 
stem or shaft which is revolved by connection 
with the engine, is the invention of Mr. C. A. 
Knowlton, of Kankakee, Ill. The valves have 
a plurality of ports. and are made tapering to 
admit of adjustment to compensate for wear. A 
simple and n ovel reversing gear is attached. 

An improved tool for cutting flues out of boil
ers has qeen patented by Mr. J. H. McGraw, of 
Oswego, N. Y. The tool head carries revolving 
cutters, and may be inserted in the tube and ex
panded by a wedge pin while it is turned by a 
wrench to cut the flue. 

Mr. C. Schirrmeister, of Brooklyn (E.D.). N. Y., 
has invented an improvement in sewers which is 
designed to prevent the back flow of sewage, and 
in this way to prevent the driving out of noxious 
gases. 

An improvement in anglometers, devised by 
Mr. J. V. Capeck, of New York, N. Y., consists 
of a series of proportional wheels. having point
ers and dials. The whe�l train is connected 
with a wheel upon which a telescope or pointer 
is mounted. 

Mr. P. Bardon, of Galveston, Texas, bas pa
tented a water tank which is formed of wood. 
with cleated seams and corner strips, the whole 
being coated with asphaltum, 80 that the wood 
is not affected by moisture. 
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